More than a surgical cassette.
An efficient workflow.
One surgical kit for all Straumann implants.

One instrument kit for a straightforward, organized workflow*
- a single well-designed surgical set with a lean instrument portfolio

Operational ease of use thanks to clear navigation
- distinct color-coded workflows
- implant line identification
- instrument pictograms at each step

Maximum functionality and convenience
- all planning aids and auxiliary instruments are readily accessible in a lower tray without obstructing the workflows

* The Straumann® Surgical Cassette is designed for secure storage and sterilization of surgical instruments and auxiliary parts of the Straumann® Dental Implant System. Please refer to the instructions for use Non-sterile surgical instruments, Art. No. 701124 and the brochure Care and maintenance of surgical and prosthetic instruments, Art. No. 152.008.
Upper tray

Endosteal implant diameter 3.3 mm
Endosteal implant diameter 4.1 mm
Endosteal implant diameter 4.8 mm
Lower tray

1. Tweezers
2. Holding Key
3. Ratchet
4. Ratchet
5. Torque Control Device for Ratchet
6. Diagnostic T
7. Distance Indicator for Tissue Level or Bone Level
8. Distance Indicator for Tissue Level or Bone Level
9. Tweezers for instruments